Conception and validation of a protocol for reuse of non-irrigated electrophysiology catheters in a Brazilian teaching hospital.
Since the Brazilian current legislation permits the reuse of single-use devices under a validated processing protocol, the main purpose of our study was to develop and validate a method for reusing non-irrigated electrophysiology catheter (EC). Manual and mechanical processing by ultrasonic washer was associated with the use of enzymatic solution and hydrogen peroxide with a final rinse with filtered water. Validation of the cleaning process, as well as catheter integrity, was done by observing the ECs in stereoscopic microscope at ×60 magnification, followed by HemoCheck-S® (HCS) test to monitor the presence of residual blood on their surfaces. Ethylene oxide (EO) was used for sterilization, and the final validations of the processing were performed by assays of sterility, pyrogenicity, and EO residuals. Lastly, a cost-minimization study was performed. Cleaning process demonstrated absence of organic material detectable by HCS at the surfaces of the ECs. Assays for sterility were negative, and assays of EO residuals and endotoxins showed levels under established standards. The number of reuses was settled to a maximum of seven uses for the ECs with handle and ten uses for ECS without handle. The cost-minimization study showed an 84% savings, when considering seven reuses. Processing of ECs was validated at all stages. Therefore, reuse of ECs under the conditions that we designed was considered safe for patients and cost-effective for our institution.